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Welcome to the Autumn 2014 edition of the WRoCAH 

Newsletter. 
 

At WRoCAH we are all members of several intersecting and overlapping 
communities. We each belong to a particular University and a specific Department 

or Centre. We may also consider ourselves to be part of a broader Arts and 

Humanities centre, as well as specific disciplines that cross institutional boundaries. 

For doctoral researchers we might add residential groupings, year cohorts, or extra  

mural activities.  

 

To these WRoCAH is the youngest community to be added to this mix. WRoCAH 

does not seek to duplicate existing networks or their activities but, as its name 

suggests, it does aspire to be a virtual college of active and talented researchers 

across the Arts and Humanities, linking research and external engagement activity 

across the White Rose universities. It is certainly much more than a source of 

funding and we hope that all incoming doctoral researchers will make the most of 

the additional training and external engagement opportunities offered to them via 

WRoCAH over the next 3 years. 

 

Professor Julian Richards 

Induction — Wednesday 15th October 2014 
 

We are looking forward to welcoming nearly 80 doctoral researchers and 35 of their 

supervisors to the WRoCAH Induction day on 15 October in the Humanities 

Research Centre at the University of York. The day will focus on the WRoCAH 

training plan, expectations, and give students a chance to get to know one another 

and discover the vast range of research areas represented across the cohort. 

Supervisors will have the opportunity to tell us how they see their own and 

WRoCAH's roles in adding value to students' research capabilities and employability. 
There will also be some useful insights into the AHRC Competition Studentships 

application process for 2015.  

Caryn Douglas  



I have studied Archaeology 

throughout my university career and 

have a strong background in 

Bioarchaeology. However, I have 

always wished to incorporate an 

interdisciplinary approach in 

answering specific research questions. 

This is one reason why I am excited 

to be starting with WRoCAH at the 

University of Leeds this autumn, as it 

is such a fantastic opportunity to be 

offered training and skills 

development as well as PhD funding.  

Not only am I eager for my own 

personal development, but also for the 

chance to be involved in the Doctoral 

Training Partnership as a researcher 

within the community and to actively 

participate in all of the events. In my 

research I hope to show that 

Archaeology can work effectively with 

other disciplines and can produce results 

which are tangible. Sadly it is rare in the 

current climate for such an opportunity, 

so I am exceptionally pleased to have 

been selected as a PhD candidate with 

WRoCAH. 

The icing on the cake has been the 

extra support and opportunities the 

scholarship from the WRoCAH 

provides me. I truly believe that my 

research into Archaeothanatology as 

well as my skills as a researcher will 

benefit from the links and wider 

community I will be engaging with as a 

result of having this scholarship. It is 

with eager anticipation I am looking 

forward to the first of October.   

On completion of my MSc in 

Human Osteology and Funerary 

Archaeology at the University of 

Sheffield I did not hesitate to apply 

to this outstanding University when 

I wished to continue my studies in 

the form of a PhD.  My decision to 

stay at Sheffield was influenced not 

only by the excellent facilities, 

resources and high standard of 

academic staff at the University but 

by the support and encouragement 

I received from staff members in 

the Archaeology department.   

Student Profile — Holly Hunt-Watts  

Student Profile — Katie Harrison 

studies at York easy. As well as 

providing both strong research and 

social networks, a WRoCAH 

studentship will be especially 

beneficial to me due to the additional 

training support it provides. In 

particular, the opportunity to 

undertake applied research with a 

partner organisation will significantly 

enhance the impact of my research 

for conservators and scholars, as well 

as greatly increasing my future 

employability. 

I am keen to follow a career in the 

study and conservation of stained 

glass, for which The University of 

York is the pre-eminent centre of 

study. The burgeoning importance of 

multidisciplinary study within this 

field means that the opportunity to 

undertake an interdisciplinary 

investigation of one of York 

Minster’s key medieval windows will 

put me at the forefront of current 

research and conservation. Having 

studied at York before, I know there 

is an active and supportive 

postgraduate community here, which 

made my decision to continue my 
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Student Profile — Emma Green 

PhD title: Illuminating Narrative: An 

Interdisciplinary Investigation of the 
fifteenth-century St Cuthbert 

Window at York Minster. 

PhD title: What are we missing? – the 

importance of rchaeothanatology for 

revealing funerary practices  

Skeleton S0060 Courtesy of Sedgeford 

Historical and Archaeological Research 

Project Post excavation digital archive. 

PhD title: Food and nutrient intake in 

low income families: a comparative 

study  



Student Profile — Holly Hunt-Watts  

Student Profile — Katie Harrison 

This is a multidisciplinary network 

involving staff from The School of 

Design at the University of Leeds; the 

Department of Archaeology and the 

School of Architecture at the 

University of Sheffield, and the 

Departments of Archaeology and 

History at the University of York. The 

connection between these researchers 

is the belief that it is important for 

society to examine critically what has 

gone before, in terms of traditional 

craft organisations, design processes, 

patterns and products in order to  

 

 

strategically inform the future 

support and development of 

heritage craft design in both the 

historic environment sector and the 

contemporary market place. 

The project seeks to explore how 

concepts of ‘nostalgic design’ can 

inform current and future design 

processes and practices in the heritage 

sector and the contemporary 

marketplace. The project responds 

directly to the AHRC’s strategic 

priority of Design research and its 

Thinking forward through the past 

theme.  

 

Iona McCleery, History, Leeds); Holly 

Hunt-Watts (Leeds) studies  

dietary patterns in the 19th-21st 

centuries (supervisors: Janet Cade, 

Food Science, Leeds; Dawn Hadley, 

Archaeology, Sheffield). As part of the 

network the students will enable inter-

disciplinary engagement through a 

student-run conference and a blog. The 

network creates an invigorating 

environment for the production, 

exchange and dissemination of 

research on diet, drawing on strengths 

in both science and the arts & 

humanities.  

This network approaches dietary practice in 

the past through molecular archaeology, 

nutritional epidemiology, zooarchaeology, 

history of medicine and artefactual  

archaeology. The three studentships are 

aligned to different fields and time periods 

but each explores relationships between 

food, health, religion, social status, 

migration and identity. Veronica Aniceti 

(Sheffield) focuses on animal husbandry in 

medieval Sicily (supervisors: Umberto 

Albarella, Archaeology, Sheffield; Martin 

Carver, Archaeology, York); Alice Toso 

(York) explores human diet in the medieval 

Iberian Peninsula (supervisors: Michelle 

Alexander, Archaeology, York;  

White Rose Network Studentships 

 History, Leeds; Prof Cathy Shrank, 

English, Sheffield). Jose Cree 

(Sheffield) will trace the  

influence of classical medical, 

philosophical, and legal concepts on an 

emergent English language of 

‘addiction’ (supervisors: Prof Phil 

Withington, History, Sheffield; 

Dr Tania Demetriou, English, York). 

Annamaria Valent (York) will examine 

the importation of Iberian foodstuffs and 

recipes into England (supervisors: 

Dr Helen Smith, English, York; Dr Iona 

McCleery, History, Leeds). Follow the 

project @EmodConsumption,  

In early modern society, diet offered  

nutrition; expressed national, regional, 

and class identity; and was used to 

maintain and restore health. Cultures of 

consumption and attitudes to diet were 

also in transition due to medical 

innovations, new commercial empires, 

and an increasing range of comestibles. 

The students in this interdisciplinary 

network will explore the transmission, 

interpretation and transformation of 

texts, beliefs and practices. Giovanni 

Pozzetti (Leeds) will study ideas about 

diet, health, and identity in England and 

Italy (supervisors: Dr Alex Bamji, 
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Contributed by  

Professor Cathy Shrank,  

Network Lead 

Contributed by  

Dr Bruce Carnie, Network Lead 

Contributed by  

Dr Iona McCleery, 

Network Lead 

Design Matters: Treasuring the 

past, enhancing the future 

Faith in Food, Food in Faith 

Cultures of Consumption in 

Early Modern Europe 



www.wrocah.ac.uk  

WRoCAH Personnel 

 

Caryn Douglas 

Manager 

Clare Meadley 

Administrator 

Julian Richards 

Director  

White Rose Network Studentships continued...  

Historical dramas dominate mainstream 

European film production and they often 

generate heated debate on the role of the 

past in the construction of national identity. 

Such films also support the wider heritage 

and tourist sector by attracting international 

visitors to the country. Unsurprisingly, they 

also play a particularly important role within 

the cultural policy of both the EU and the 

Council of Europe. The doctoral projects 

focus on the following topics as case studies 

intended to elucidate ideological, legislative 

and industrial conditions: heritage culture and 

the ‘British’ screen; the ‘limits of 

“European-ness”’ in European 

historical drama; the reception of 

crime fictions depicting the 1960s-

70s. The six academic supervisors 

come from a wide range of 

disciplinary backgrounds with 

strongly cognate interests and the 

Network builds on collaborations 

between York and Leeds and the 

focus in all three WR institutions on 

drawing together interdisciplinary 

strength in film studies. 
Contributed by  

Dr Alan O’Leary,  

Network Lead 

Collaborative Doctoral Awards 

 
The 2014 WRoCAH starting cohort also includes doctoral researchers with AHRC Collaborative 

Doctoral Awards (CDAs). These awards are for researchers working directly with a partner 

organisation throughout their studentship.  This year we welcome 9 researchers across the three 

White Rose institutions working with partners including the Imperial War Museum, the British 

Library, Sheffield Museums, the Tate, Glasgow Life Consortium, the Bluecoat Arts Centre in 

Liverpool and the Science Museums Group.  

Telephone: 01904 328132 email: office@wrocah.ac.uk 

Upcoming events 

 

Induction 2: Putting your Training Plan to Work—Thursday 20th November  

at Leeds Town Hall.   

 

WRoCAH Masterclass: Professor Bill Sherman, V&A(title tbc)—Tuesday 20th January 2015  

at The Treehouse, Humanities Research Centre, University of York  

 

 

@WRoCAH www.facebook.com/wrocah 

European Film, 

European Heritage, 

European Identity 


